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Goals of our discussion 
● Identify our communications challenges and needs

● Gain collective understanding of current movement 

resources

● Discuss how to build our communications capacity

● Identify next steps for working together



First, some questions...



You are all storytellers.

You share the Wikimedia story with 
the world every day! 



Communications
 = 

storytelling



Strengths

● A global, distributed network of voices

● A powerful movement story 

● Diversity of stories 

● Local context and access

● A powerful brand (for people who know us) 



Wikipedia is 
magical!



Wikipedia is 
magical!

Wikipedia is 
magical!



Challenges

● Lack of public understanding about Wikimedia projects

● Fragmented brands

● Unclear how the world perceives us

● Limited resources

● Different contexts require different approaches

● Working with the press can be hard! 



Discussion: needs and challenges  
● What are your biggest communications challenges? 

● What communication skills do you want to build? 

● What are your biggest communications goals for the 

next year? 



Communications can help
you achieve your goals.



We have a lot of communications 
tools...

Twitter

Affiliate 
blogs

Pitching 
media

Public 
speaking

Events

On-wiki 
communications

Video
Influencers

Instagram
Facebook

Vine
Weibo

Co-promotion with 
other organizations Email

Opinion 
pieces 

Wikimedia 
blog

Press 
releases



How do we make sure we’re 
using communications to 

effectively to achieve our goals?



Start with a plan! 

What are your objectives?

Who is your audience?

What is your message? 

What tactics will you use?



What?

When?



What?

When?

Who?

Wow!

Now?

How?



But you can do lightweight plans too!



Example: lightweight comms plan 
What are your 

objectives?
Who is your 
audience?

What is your 
message? 

What tactics will you 
use?

Raise awareness 
about a local 

Wikimedia event to 
increase 

registration

People in your area 
who might be 
interested in 

Wikimedia 

Do you love learning 
and meeting 

interesting people? 
Then don’t miss this 
event on [date]! You 

can register here: 
[link]

* Share on Twitter, 
Facebook, Instagram
* Create and share a Vine 
video about the event 
* Blog post on chapter blog
* Contact local newspapers, 
blogs, magazines, to be 
listed on event pages 
* Contact local organizations 
or universities to ask if they 
can share with communities 



What about you? 
What are your 

objectives?
Who is your 
audience?

What is your 
message? 

What tactics will you 
use?



What resources do we have? 



Our time, our tools

● volunteer time (limited!)

● staff time (limited, too!)

● mailing lists (many)

● IRC, office hours, local wikis, Meta, …

● in-person events: Wikimedia Conference, Wikimania



...but also: 



Our data



Other people’s data



Discussion: Working together

● What are the advantages of working together to build 

communications capacity? 



Discussion: building capacity 
together 
● How can we build communications capacity together? 

● What is the best way for us to work together? 

Note: we still don’t know how to facilitate 
this conversation effectively!  



Next steps



Thank you!


